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Contract Is
Far Above
Guidelines
HONOLULU — In what was
described as a "sweet settlement
for sugar workers," negotiations
between the Hawaiian sugar industry and ILWU negotiators
representing 10,500 workers on
24 plantations were concluded
with the biggest gains in the history of the union.

This man is one of the more
more than 10,000 sugar
workers in Hawaii, members of ILWU Local 142 who, along
with pineapple and other unionized agricultural labor, continue to earn the highest wages and benefits of any farm

Best in

the World

workers on earth. Their far-reaching benefits are equal or
better than most industrial workers on the islands and the
mainland. It was a long, tough struggle to get where they
are—and they backed their union to the hilt with an almost
unanimous strike vote just before the contract settlement.

Tense Strike in Watts Won by ILWU
LOS ANGELES—A tense nine
day organizational strike by Local 26 at Capitol Metals Company
in the Watts area was settled in
the ILWU's favor this week after
joint meetings between the union, management and state conciliators.
A joint statement to the press
stated:
"In an effort to secure labor peace
and contribute to reducing racial
tensions in the area, the company
agreed to recognize the union as the
bargaining agent for its production
workers."
In addition, all employees who
walked out for union recognition
were immediately reinstated and all
the scabs hired during the strike
were discharged. Both sides also
dismissed all charges filed before the
NLRB.
The strike developed after a majority of the workers in the steel
distribution plant—all but one are
Negroes—signed cards designating
the ILWU as bargaining agent. On
March 3 the union filed with the
NLRB for recognition.

On March '7 a key ILWU man was
fired and 28 workers walked out. The
company then hired strikebreakers,
most of whom were Caucasian.
This precipitated a great deal of
tension and press, TV and radio gave
it a big play. State and local officials
and community leaders became concerned. ILWU Vice-President J. R.
Robertson asked Regional Director
William Piercy to enter the situation
and press for settlement.
At the specific request of California Governor Edmund G. (Pat)
Brown, Louis Gilbert, state conciliator, made himself available to aid
the parties.
The workers sought organization
for better wages and a companypaid health and welfare plan. The
company agreed to negotiate immediately. The union side is being
represented by Piercy, assisted by
George Lee, Local 26.
In its joint press statement the
company and union stated: "The
willingness of all parties to conciliate made a peaceful settlement the
substitute for violence and racial
strife."
All workers were back on the job
as The Dispatcher went to press.

In a significant sidelight, Assemblyman Mervyn M. Dymally, representing the Watts area, told the Los
Angeles Times that "I was wrong in
assuming that the strike at Capitol
Metals contributed in any way to
the Watts disturbance.I7

The full union negotiating committee meeting here March 6 unanimously recommended acceptance.
The settlement is subject to ratification by vote of the membership
within 30 days.
Estimated to cost the industry
about $25 million over the next 3
years—an average of nearly $2,500
per employee—the total cost of the
increases to the employers will be
equivalent to about 46 cents an hour.
The settlement will be worth more
than that to employees because the
elimination of pension contribution
by employees in 1968 will save sugar
workers both federal and state taxes.
98% STRIKE VOTE
Settlement came after more than
5 weeks of intensive State and Federal mediation and intensive negotiations, during which sugar workers
registered a 98 percent strike vote.
The voting was interrupted once at
the request of mediators, but resumed and completed when employers froze up on demands designed to
get fair treatment for clerical workers and other small groups.
The union Negotiating Committee
praised the "maturity, solidarity and
determination of the membership,
supported by a near unanimous
strike vote, that made possible the
tremendous gains," and also thanked
the mediators "for their assistance
in closing the gap between us and
the companies in the final days."
—Continued on Back Page

Canadian ILWU Applauded
In Drive to Develop Vancouver
VANCOUVER, B.C. — The widely
supported campaign for the development of the port of Vancouver, which
has the active backing of the ILWU,
is beginning to produce results.
Federal trade minister J. W. Pickersgill, following a tour of the Vancouver waterfront last week, announced that: The dispute between
the National Harbours Board (a federal government agency) and the
Canadian Pacific Railway over
ownership of waterfront property on
the south side of Burrard Inlet will
be settled by the end of 1966 "by one
method or another."
Earlier the transport minister
wired the Canadian Area ILWU president A. H. Barker, expressing satis-

faction with the stand of the union
on port development.
"I certainly agree with your union," he said, "that the port of Vancouver belongs to all of Canada and
I am glad to be assured that your
union is prepared to assist the NHB
in serving its need and development."
The trade minister predicted that
it will not be long before the traffic
in Vancouver harbor will be the
greatest in Canada.
"Vancouver, New Westminster,and
the Fraser represent a funnel drawing traffic from a third of Canada,"
he said. "The spout of the funnel
cannot be clogged without great
harm to the rest of the country."

•
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Aloha!

FOR

MANY YEARS this union, at one convention after another, has taken the position that the United States
should re-open trade with China's more than 700 million
people. More recently we have urged that our overseas delegates should have an opportunity to visit mainland China
to get a look-see for themselves, to meet the people, to ask
questions, and report back to the ILWU, telling it the way
it is, straight from the shoulder with no holds barred.
Now it looks like things may be opening up somewhat.
Instead of only our union and a small handful of business
men, liberals, and scholars, large numbers of Americans are
seeking to find out the facts of life about Communist China.
Naturally, what stands out has been the recent testimony
before Senator Fulbright's Foreign Relations Committee. But
there are many other signs in the wind that indicate renewed interest. Many more articles in the press have appeared, TV occasionally has given us a few inside views, Felix
Greene's remarkable documentary motion picture on China
has been having long runs to full houses in many cities of
the country. Newspaperwoman Lisa Hobbs' eye-witness personal report on the people she met,"I Saw Red China," published recently, is on the top of many best seller lists. Many
an editorial page has taken a new look at the China puzzle,
and found it worth serious comment and intelligent appraisal.

HE THREE-YEAR contract victory of
ILWU sugar workers in Hawaii is being
hailed as the best ever achieved. It is a
tribute to a wide-awake, intelligent and militant membership and leadership; to a democracy that never fails to recognize that
the power is in the hands of the rank and
file.
If there is any key to this victory it was
demonstrated by the sugar worker's willingness to strike if necessary to win the
wage raises, fringe benefits and social gains
he rightly believed he had coming. The key
then was a 98 percent strike vote, taken in
secret referendum. This enabled the Local
142 negotiators to hang tough and extract
a lot of juice from the cane sugar industry.
There were other keys, of course. One
doesn't set aside lightly the powerful allies
the sugar workers had on the spot in every
other rimu grouping. Or the fact that the
ILWU in Hawaii has gathered a growing
group of friends in other unions, and among
citizens at large for its work in behalf of
the whole community. Another key was solid
mainland support by ILWU locals on the
Coast, on the waterfront, and in warehouses,
plants, offices and everywhere else the union has been moving of late.
This feeling of "aloha" for the sugar workers, and all others in Hawaii's ILWU, is a
two-way street. The backing of the entire
mainland union for its island brothers and
sisters may well pay huge dividends if it becomes necessary for the West Coast dock
unions to strike when the longshore contract expires July 1.

T

HAT CAN BE achieved when a group
of workers is willing to lay its demands
on the line—backed by an overwhelming
strike vote—is not a lesson to be soon forgotten. Considering the fact that there's
been no Coast longshore strike for 18 years,
and no strike experience at all for a sizeable group of younger men on the Coast, it
can be said that the sugar workers' experience is educational indeed.
For longshoremen on the mainland, that
wide-ranging phrase "aloha" may take on
new meaning one of these days. It has many
definitions—but it means friendship in the
deepest sense. It means, to ILWU fellow
unionists, "brother, we're right behind you
all the way."
Labor and liberal circles on the mainland
have shown a renewed interest in the idea
of farm labor organization on the mainland.
Rarely is this discussed without someone
pointing to ILWU's achievements in Hawaii.

W

From a semi-colonial situation, from the
most brutal exploitation, from years of being treated as less than second class citizens, the Hawaiian agricultural worker has
achieved full industrial citizenship, with
wages and fringe benefits that compare with
non-agricultural industries.
They point to unheard of gains for such
workers — comprehensive medical plans,
pensions, paid holidays, vacations, sick
leave, severance pay, and much more. Average hourly earnings, including fringes already are over $3. Meanwhile on the mainland growers are crying about the possibility they might someday be forced to pay
$1.25 an hour!
INHERE ARE NO exact parallels between
1 the Hawaii picture and that of the migratory worker on the mainland. Today, the
island worker is a far cry from any traditional concept of a farm laborer. He is usually skilled, a driver of heavy equipment and
rolling stock, often a mechanic, machinist,
electrician, even a chemist and computer
operator. However, increasing mechanization is also changing the character of mainland agriculture.
Knowing from experience what unionism
can achieve, the ILWU is on record favoring
bills to guarantee migratory farm workers a
decent minimum wage, restrict child labor
and protect them as they try to organize
themselves, to learn to use their muscles.
Rank and file trade unionism, and the
ability to conduct a meaningful strike must
start at the grass roots. It can be encouraged by progressive legislation, but ultimately it wins when it has the backing and
"aloha" of the rest of the labor movement.
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HE YEAR AFTER year of being fed distortions may be
coming to an end, as the old taboo .about even discussing China in a sane and reasonable fashion is being swept
aside by the testimony of experts before Fulbright's committee—experts who have not been afraid to recommend
such things as US recognition of mainland China or the US
supporting China's admission to the UN; experts who have
no hesitation in saying that the embargo against China
should be ended and trade resumed.
Their testimony suggests that Secretary of State Rusk
and Defense Secretary McNamara have been totally off the
beam; that these official US voices simply have not and do
not understand China. The American public is now beginning to learn that China has made fantastic progress since
the days early in the century when she was terribly humiliated by Western colonial exploitation, treated as an inferior,

kicked around as few countries have been. Now we're learning that Communist China has ended hunger and disease
and the floods that once scourged the lands. People are
working, modernizing, building, and, above all, education
and literacy have spread to the farthest villages. These facts
give the lie to almost everything we've been hearing from
official sources.
It's stated repeatedly that China's leaders have been
sounding belligerent and warlike. This is certainly true. But
looking at some of our official statements, and viewing the
fact that we surround China with armies and air forces, that
we patrol her shores with one of the world's greatest fleets,
and that the Pentagon hawks are always popping off about
how they would like to bomb China, it's not difficult to understand why the Chinese leaders talk tough.
It's also true that if you treat a person, a group, or a nation as outlaws—as we in the union were treated not too
many years ago—they are liable to respond in kind.

NE TRUTH THAT has been told by the Administration
is that they are interested in "containing China—before she gets too strong."
But this can be expensive. We are likely to find ourselves
footing a lot of new bills for this "containment of China."
To begin with there is the newly-signed bill for $6 billion
increase in taxes to be withheld from our paychecks. Then
we may very soon be told that our West Coast waterfront
cannot ask for more than a 3.2 percent guideline in wages
and benefits. And if we decide to strike for higher wages and
benefits we may be threatened on the ground that such a
strike would hamper our plans to "contain China." What's
more, it's probable that the taxes withheld will be increased
again, right after the elections.
Actually, one thing that is revealed by the Fulbright
hearings is that, despite the cries of the Pentagon hawks
and administration spokesmen, it is largely a myth and
distortion that China will, or can anytime in the near future,
be able to take care of anything but her own 700 million
people. She has very little left over to make war against her
neighbors in Asia, let alone the most powerful, nucleararmed nation in the world, the USA.
The Fulbright hearings are a welcome change. They open
the door to some clearer understanding, and even the possibility of recognition and restoration of diplomatic relations
and UN membership and, most important to us as a union
—peaceful trade!
These are rays of hope. For one thing the administration
is talking about relaxing rigid rules which keep scholars and
others from visiting - China. This may bode well for future
ILWU overseas delegates. A real debate and discussion has
been started. We certainly owe Senator Fulbright a vote
of thanks for his enlightened approach to one of the great
problems of the day—both as Americans and as union
people.

O
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SCDC Warned that LA
Is Tough on Organizers
WILMINGTON—The ILWU Southern California District Council,
meeting here March 11, heard warnings from Chet Meske, Local 26, and
an international representative, that
restrictive legislation is being
planned by the City of Los Angeles
to stymie organization of civil service workers.
The meeting, chaired by retired
Local 13 veteran William Lawrence,
was told that the personnel commissioner of the City Council is urging passage of ordinances that would
make it virtually impossible for certain unions to organize city workers,
with the ILWU a possible primary
target.
The Southern California council
was warned by legislative representative Nate DiBiasi that the State
Commission on Manpower, Automation and Training may be eliminated
by having its meager $75,000 budget
cut off. Also in danger of cutbacks
are the California Consumer Council, under the excellent leadership
of Helen Nelson, the Economic Development Agency, Public Health
Department, the administration of
criminal justice, state college support, and parks and recreation projects.
CONCERN WORKERS
Council delegates agreed that some
of the most severe cuts are therefore being aimed at projects of
serious concern to the working people, consumers and minority groups.
DiBiasi stated,"Though not all the
proposed cuts are aimed at the small
wage earner, it seems to me that
most of the proopsals will affect that
segment of the population in relation to health, education, recreation,
consumer protection and so forth."
He recommended that the ILWU
be represented as often as possible
in Sacramento because the union has
"reached a position of responsibility
in state politics and key legislators
in the assembly and senate committees respect the views of ILWU."
SMOG POLITICS
DiBiasi also reported on the growing politics of smog control, saying
that once again the thinking in the
Assembly is to put the burden on
the owners of used automobiles, and
evade the issue of legislation regarding such major sources of smog as
oil refineries, and industrial plants.
He said that some of these so-called
"smog control" devices now being
sold are virtually useless, and appear
to be an effective racket.
In the field of the union's responsibility for community welfare, Local
13's delegate L. L.(Chick) Loveridge,
member of the International Executive Board spoke of the growing project in the area to deal with the disease of alcoholism. It is known as
Harbor Pathways, a non-profit corporation, which Loveridge said deserves fullest support of the union
membership. Further information on
that program will be reported at future meetings, Loveridge said.
Chief speaker of the evening was
The Dispatcher editor Sidney Roger
who paid tribute to Morris Watson,
recently retired editor, whose work
as a labor journalist, and as an original organizer of the American Newspaper Guild marked him as one of
the great pioneers of our time.
Roger spoke of the need for more
active cooperation between the locals and the ILWU Information and
Education Departments, calling on
council members to activate their
publicity committees on the local
level and keep The Dispatcher informed of every newsworthy event.
Such events, the editor said, includes anything the ILWU does, or
is concerned in, and any community
activities in which the ILWU participates.
In response to a question about
the ILWU Convention Committee
Report on Publicity and Education,
Roger said "attempts are being made
all the time to implement that re-

port, though it has been slow in coming."
In further discussion, when a delegate noted that certain policy matters reported occasionally disturbed
some members, Roger emphasized
that, "The Dispatcher doesn't make
policy but tries its best to convey
convention and executive board decisions in the clearest and most interesting manner it can.
"Above all, the paper must reflect
the fundamental interests and needs
of our union, and build understanding and unity, especially in view of
the upcoming contract negotiations
in the waterfront division."
Discussion on the floor concentrated on a number of items, with
emphasis on the delegates' interest
in trade union history reported on
a grass-roots level, tied up as much
as possible with current events.
Other suggestions included the
need to keep reminding the members
of the importance of their taking
part in political action and making
sure to vote. Several delegates urged
that all educational materials avoid
anything that sounded to the younger members that they were being
lectured or talked down to. It was
also emphasized that the ILWU's job
is to show an interest in everything
in the community that affects people who work for a living.
More news was called for of special interest to women whose husbands are union members. As one
delegate put it: "She is the power
behind her husband; if she supports
him, he'll be a better union member."

Southern California District Council meeting in session last week at Local 13
headquarters. Presiding at head of table is council president William Lawrence,
veteran Local 13 member, now retired. (See story at left.)

Vietnam Becomes Senate Seat
Issue in Hot Oregon Primary
PORTLAND — Former federal
power commissioner Howard Morgan — a leading critic of United
States policy in Vietnam — has entered what promises to be the most
explosive contest for a US senate
seat ever held in an Oregon primary.
His opponent is war-minded Congressman Robert Duncan of Medford. The winner will face Oregon's
Republican governor Mark Hatfield
in November.
Morgan said at a press conference
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he decided to run against Duncan
because of the latter's acceptance,
hook, line and sinker of the "military authorities in Washington who
have been consistently wrong in
their estimates of our national interest."
He described debate at the national level "as important as any this
nation has ever seen, involving as
it does not only the life and death
of countless men in our armed
forces but the very survival of our
nation and its form of government..."
'GOOD GUYS, BAD GUYS'
He charged that Duncan "aligns
himself with Russell Long of Louisiana who is content to simplify the
whole, complex question in terms of
a television horse opera: the good
guys versus the bad guys.
"This is not enough. It simply
will not do."
Alternatives to current military
thinking, he said include "recognition of Red China and resumption
of trade" with that vast land. "I believe China should have a seat in
the UN. It is childish to pretend that
a major world power like China
does not exist."
MORSE ACTS
Senator Wayne Morse has stated
he will break his long custom of
hands off in a primary election to
stump the state for Morgan.
Others who pledged support to
Morgan following the announcement
of his candidacy included former
Governor Bob Holmes; Salem attorney Steve Anderson, the first Democrat to file for the Senate nomination, who withdrew from the race
last week in Morgan's favor; and
ILWU International Representative
James S. Fantz.
"I plan to campaign for him," declared the ILWU Columbia River
District Council's lobbyist at Salem,
Ernest Baker, who noted that Morgan "sounded like a page out of the
policy book of the ILWU when he
was talking about trade with China
and the situation in Vietnam."

Local 4 Publishes
Monthly Bulletin

Picture of DuBois Club headquarters after being bombed in San Francisco, with
ILWU officers' telegram of protest to US Attorney General (inset).

VANCOUVER, Wash. — The publicity committee of Local 4 announced publication of its new
"ILWU Local 4 Monthly News Bulletin." The publicity committee consists of Ben Bailiff, Bob Miner and
Gene Westling.
The committee desires to exchange
bulletins with other locals. Any local wishing a copy of "Local 4 News"
may have one upon request. Any local publishing its own bulletin is requested to send it to the Publicity
Committee, ILWU Local 4, 1205 Ingalls Street, Vancouver, Washington.
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Northern Council Backs
East Bay Picket Lines

A4.:1
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Local 75 Watchmen business agent, Denver Davis, pickets Howard Terminal. In
background Local 10 Longshoremen are seen walking off the dock honoring
picket line. All other ILWU members did likewise. (See report at right.)

Bridges Testifies, Urges US
Senate Back Farm Unionism
SACRAMENTO — ILWU President wage should match the minimum for
Harry Bridges last Monday urged industry within three years, rather
passage of legislation which would than the $1.25 proposed.
enable farm workers on the mainBridges disputed the growers' conland to organize into unions much tention that minimum wage legislalike the sugar and pineapple workers tion would drive growers to Mexico
organized in Hawaii twenty years by pointing to the wage levels gained
ago.
by ILWU sugar workers in Hawaii.
In testimony before the US Senate He said California farm workers'
Subcommittee on Migratory Labor, wages are less than half the average
President Bridges told of the gains hourly earnings of ILWU sugar
made by the 15,000 sugar and pine- workers in Hawaii, yet Hawaiian
apple workers through the ILWU. sugar is sold in California at the
Both the sugar and pineapple work- same price as California beet sugar.
ers now enjoy wages and fringe ben- He noted also that Hawaiian sugar
efits which make them the highest producers have transportation costs
paid agricultural workers in the which California sugar producers do
world, and comparable to many in- not have.
dustrial workers.
Bridges said that the ILWU would
In his testimony President Bridges not endorse two other bills, Senate
said, "The difficulty is that no Bill 1867 and 1868. These measures
one has come up with the muscle Would authorize the Labor Departnecessary to convince Di Giorgio (a ment to recruit, train and transport
struck grower) and others that they agricultural workers and would esmust learn to behave like employers tablish a National Advisory Counin other industries."
cil on Migratory Workers.
The subcommittee began a three
He said it is obvious that there
day hearing on March 14 on the
were plenty of workers to harvest
problems of migratory workers. The
crops if the growers paid adequate
committee chairman, Senator Harriwages and provided decent housing.
son A. Williams, Jr. (D-N.J.), said
President Bridges drew laughter
that the basic purpose in coming to
California was to find out how the from the audience when he jibed at
basic legislation covering industrial Senator George Murphy who once
workers could be extended to farm was a member of the Screen Actors'
workers.
Guild, "You put the longshore hir"The law of the jungle," he de- ing hall in Hollywood and called it
clared, "still prevails in the world Central Casting." Another ,time, he
of farm labor - management rela- drew laughter when he told Murtions."
phy, "You used to be a good man,
In supporting Senate Bill 1866,
but
you're changing."
which would allow farm workers to
organize under the provisions of the
National Labor Relations Act, President Bridges noted that the workers
in the sugar milling industry in Hawaii had been aided by the fact that
they were covered by the provisions
of the act when they began their
organizational campaign.
Although the proposed minimum
wage in Senate Bill 1864 of $1.25
after three years for farm workers
is far too low, Bridges supported a
minimum wage bill.
He suggested that the minimum

OAKLAND—The March 5 meeting
of the Northern California District
Council, held here at Local 6's new
and impressive headquarters, voted
to request all Bay Area locals to support the Richmond, California, lodge
of the International Association of
Machinists now involved in a strike
against Noller Control Systems in a
typical "right-to-work" situation.
The company, after the IAM won
an NLRB election, and following
considerable negotiation, refused to
agree on a contract, and have been
hiring strikebreakers to replace pickets. The issues are open shop, merit
system and incentive pay. The firm
is owned by Badger Meter, a large
corporation with most of its plants
in right-to-work states.
NCDC secretary Michael Johnson
wrote the IAM business representative, "We realize the importance of
this strike and we know the issues,
the main issue being the 'right-towork.' As far as the ILWU in this
area is concerned, we will not allow
this type of employer to operate."
LOCAL 75 PICKETS
An immediate ILWU beef, discussed at length, concerned the
picket line set up by Local 75 watchmen at 14th Street Terminal, Port
of Oakland Outer Harbor.
The council voted full support,
after Local 75 business agent Denver Davis gave a full report of the
beef.
In its original operation at 14th
Street, the Port of Oakland hired
watchmen belonging to Local 75.
When Encinal Terminals leased 14th
Street several years ago, they retained Local 75 watchmen.
Encinal has now given up the
lease to Howard Terminal, whose
management immediately gave Local 75 members their dismissal notices. ILWU watchmen were replaced by contract watchmen from
American Patrol, who get approximately 60 cents an hour less than
ILWU members. The difference in
wages is apparently taken by the
contractor.)
When Local 75 last week set up
the picket line, all other locals —
longshoremen, shipclerks, walking
bosses — left the ship being worked
and the docks. The picket line was
also respected by Teamsters, and
operators of tugboats. Davis said
that there will be more action at
14th Street when other ships arrive.
In addition to supporting the
watchmen, the council pledged efforts to make sure that every job on
the waterfront remains under ILWU
jurisdiction.
ENDORSEMENTS
In view of the hot political campaign developing, the NCDC announced it will make its endorse-

Forest Unions Pact
Sets Local 40 OK
PORTLAND — At their last stopwork meeting, Local 40 checkers
congratulated ILWU International
officers for taking the initiative in
the recently held six-union conference called to work out mutual-support plans for 1966 contract negotiations in the West Coast forest
products and transportation industries.

Don Brown, ILWU Labor Relations Chairman, Local 12, Coos Bay, Oregon (center) and William Bean, PMA representative (right) are seen here while they
were signing up applicants for class 'B' registration, without regard to race,
color or creed. The third man in the picture is Ed Anderson, ILWU member from
Seward, Alaska, who is signing up for class 'A' registratilon.

Coos Bay Takes Men

ments of statewide candidates at its
March 26 meeting in Stockton.
It was announced that ILWU area
legislative committees have been
holding endorsing meetings for local
and state political offices, and these
recommendations will be brought to
the NCDC for statewide action at its
Stockton meeting.
The council reaffirmed endorsement of ILWU Northern California
Regional Director William Chester
for the position of member of the
State Board of Harbor Commissioners which will be vacant within the
year.
Also endorsed were statements of
policy adopted by the International
Executive Board in Honolulu on February 3-4—including statements on
wage guidelines, HUAC, sugar negotiations, and union counsel.
Secretary Johnson, who is also
NCDC legislative representative in
Sacramento, reported on the turmoil
created by reapportionment.
"There will be at least 20 new senators, and right now about 30 assemblymen are running for senate
seats. This means that there will be
openings for 30 new assemblymen.
This gives us a tremendous opportunity in this state to seek out and
support pledged pro-labor candidates," he said.
Johnson reported on a big contest
now under way for the speakership
of the Senate. Jesse Unruh, longtime
assembly leader, is now running for
the Senate. Anticipated is a struggle
for control of the senate between
the present speaker pro-tern Hugh
Burns of Fresno, and Unruh.
This struggle for control is underway, Johnson noted, even though
Unruh has not yet been elected.
NCDC has long been on the record
to remove Burns from his top spot,
because, as Johnson reported, "his

record is as bad as the worst of the
Republicans, and at best just a
shade better than some of the
Birchites."
Burns, with his power to appoint
committees and assign bills to committees, has been the "outstanding
roadblock" to pro-labor legislation,
the council heard.
He works hand in hand with the
Government Efficiency Committee—
known as the "graveyard of bills."
This has enabled Burns effectively
to kill anything he didn't want.
KILLED DOCK SAFETY
An example noted was the ILWUsponsored dock safety laws — some
seven different additions to the labor code with respect to dock safety.
These laws went into effect in
September, 1963, on a two year basis.
When ILWU tried to make these
laws permanent, the bill passed the
assembly 72 to 0. Then the committee took over, and refused even to
hold a hearing, and the dock safety
laws were killed.
The ILWU legislative representative said the union—both in Northern and Southern California—will
concentrate on taxes in the corning
session, with emphasis on:
Reduction in personal property
taxes, and exemption on taxes on
homes for all people over 65 years
of age. The ILWU is also interested
in meaningful legislation to implement the office of economic opportunity—"to do something about the
Watts situation, and to prevent a
repetition of that kind of situation
which rises primarily from serious
unemployment and lack of education."
Oakland and Richmond are serious danger spots right now, Johnson said.
He also reported the appearance
of ILWU representatives before the
Ways and Means Subcommittee
where legislative analyst Allen Post
had recommended that no money
be appropriated for the Automation
Commission, the Consumers Council,
and continuous investigation of industrial diseases.
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HE WAGE-PRICE guidelines laid
down in President Johnson's Economic Report hit workers in two
ways: their wages lose purchasing
power and a lid is clamped on wage
increases. Rejecting the guidelines,
the ILWU International Executive
Board said:
"The ILWU does not intend to use
the guidelines in negotiations. It is
obvious that they are merely added
restrictions on labor's bargaining
strength while employers are left
free to pyramid profits while 'hiding
behind the government's skirts.'"
Other unions which have rejected
the guidelines' principles include
the Teamsters; the Mine, Mill and
Smelter Workers; the United Electrical Workers; and the AFL-CIO..
All these unions agree that the
guideline approach is a fraud. It
puts a damper on wages, but profits
may rise without restriction. The
guidelines ignore rising living costs,
and if followed, would produce an
actual decline in real wages for 1966.
As the United Electrical Workers
say:
"The only income that is held
down by the guidelines is the pay
of working people, that is to say, the
people that work the hardest for
their money and get the least for
their contribution to the country."
HOW GUIDELINES WORK
The rate of increase in wage rates,
including fringe benefits, is supposed
to equal the rate of increase in productivity for the economy as a whole.
Productivity is computed by dividing
Gross National Product (GNP) by
total manhours worked. Currently,
the wage guideline has been fixed at
3.2 percent by the Council of Economic Advisers.
In industries where the rate of
productivity exceeds the rate for the
economy as a whole, prices are supposed to decline, and vice versa. It
was thought that by tying price
changes to productivity changes, the
real value of the workers' wages
would be preserved, and the ratio of
profits to wages would remain stable.
The theory behind the guidelines
then is quite simple. If wage increases are equal to the, increase in
national productivity, and if the
price level stays constant, then workers will continue to have the same
proportion of national income as
they have had in the past, and the
real value of wages will be preserved.
ORIGIN OF GUIDELINES
1962 was a recovery year, and government economists became less
concerned with unemployment and
more concerned with inflation and
the effect of costs on the balance
of payments.
Although they claimed to be opposed to mandatory wage controls
and praised "free collective bargaining," the 1962 Council of Economic
Advisers developed the first guidelines as a method of calculating the
impact of wages and price increases
on the public interest.
From 1962 through 1965 the guidelines were seldom, if ever, enforced,
and remained as intellectual fodder
for economists.
Noting the spectacular gains in
corporation profits in the 1965 wartime economy, and fearing an inflationary trend if the country's workers wanted wage increases in line
with increased profits, President
Johnson's advisers turned their attention to ways of keeping wages
down.
Through some curious machinations the Council of Economic Advisers decided to junk the 1962 formula for calculating guidelines and
pulled the 3.2 percent guideline figure out of the hat. By the council's
own admission, the guidelines should
be 3.6 percent if they were calculated
under the 1962 formula.
There are more basic reasons for
condemning the guidelines, however,
than arithmetic gimmicks.
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First, is the fact that we in this
country cannot at the smile time
have free collective bargaining and
government enforced wage controls.
If the government sets wages,then
free collective bargaining does not
exist.
Second, the labor movement cannot accept the premise that workers
are now receiving their just share of
the national wealth. The council itself, in 1962, said that it was desirable for labor and management to
bargain about the distribution of the
profits.
Third, the present guidelines do
not account for changes in the cost
of living. There being no ceiling on
price increases or profits, workers
will soon find themselves with less
purchasing power rather than more,
if they abide by the guidelines.
PURCHASING POWER DECLINES
If labor abides by the guidelines,
it is probable that workers will have
a decline in their purchasing power
while at the same time getting increases in their money wages.
This year, for example, prices may
rise about 3 percent, according to
Arthur Ross, the Commissioner of
Labor Statistics. Add this 3 percent
to the added deductions for Social
Security and workers who are held
to the 3.2 percent guideline will have
less take-home pay than they had
in 1965!
According to Leon Keyserling, exhead of the Council of Economic Advisers, between 1957 and 1964 the
annual productivity increase averaged 3 percent, while at the same shouldn't have happened. The price
In his latest economic report, the
time, wage increases averaged only level should have remained constant, president bragged that total income
2.4 percent.
thus preserving the real value of (and this includes the income of
And in his Economic Report to the wages, and workers should have salaried employees, executives, and
nation, President Johnson notes that maintained their share of income. investors) has risen by 37 percent
in 1965 alone, "Productivity in man- Obviously, the guidelines haven't during the last five years.
ufacturing rose by 3.8 percent and worked!
During these same years, corpohourly compensation increased by
CORPORATION PROFITS
ration profits have increased a gionly 3 percent. Thus unit labor costs
A look at the profits that ten of gantic 67 percent. With the gimin manufacturing decreased by 0.8 America's leading companies ex- micks in tax relief for corporations
percent."
tracted from the wage earners' and executives, such as expense acUnit labor costs (the cost of labor pockets in 1965 presents an astound- counts, depreciation, depletion alin each item of output), as the fig- ing picture:
lowances, etc., it is probable that
ures show, have actually declined in Corporation:
Profits after taxes: the rise in profits over the last five
recent years. Despite this trend, General Motors
years has been twice as high as the
2.1 Billion
prices have steadily risen. Profits American Tel. & Tel.. 1.8 Billion
rise in wages.
have mushroomed as a result, and Standard Oil of N.J. 1.03 Billion
The chart below shows the perworkers have lost out in two ways: Ford Motors
centage rise in workers' wages for
703 Million
1) They are receiving a steadily de- Texaco
1965( 3 percent), and contrasts this
637 Million
creasing share of total income, and IBM
with the 1965 military pay hike (10
477 Million
2) they are actually losing money Gulf Oil
percent), raises in executive salaries
427 Million
in that they can buy less with the DuPont
(15 percent), corporation profits be407 Million
wages they now earn.
fore taxes (15 percent), corporation
320 Million
Socony-Mobil
Under the guideline theory this U.S. Steel
profits after taxes (20 percent), and
276 Million
corporation retained earnings (29
percent).
POLITICAL FOOTBALL
The guidelines, according to many
observers, have become the political
football of the year. The Nation
(January 31, 1966) said ". . . these
so-called guidelines are as full of
holes as a sieve. Sometimes the prohibitions are enforced, not by a formal procedure since none has been
provided by Congress, but by Presidential pressure . . . the decision
usually has political overtones."
Indeed, there is already talk generating from the administration
that government building projects
on which union members are working will be canceled if they negotiate
pay increases over the 3.2 percent
guideline.
From all indications, 1966 will be
another boom year of record-breaking profits for the big corporations.
With production ballooning to keep
pace with the war in Vietnam, with
prices spiraling, and with the unit
labor costs going down, the corporations are happily looking forward to
even more profits.
Needless to say, they are loudly
applauding the presidential guidelines.
The time has come to expose the
guidelines for -what they are: disSources,
criminatory, unrealistic, and anti(1)—Economic Report of the President, January 1966.
(2)—Bill passed into law August 21, 1965.
thetical to free collective bargain(3)—"Business Week" survey of increases in 1963 and 1964.
ing.
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Seattle ILWU
Members
Aid NAACP
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Benefit Funds Say 'Sign Now' Japanese Log
Ships Benefit
All Northwest

SEATTLE — Twenty-four ILWU
members in Seattle made NAACP
history late last month when they
purchased and presented to the Seattle Branch of NAACP a life mem- * * * * * * * * * *
bership in the national organization.
Taking part in the action on a
purely volunteer basis were members of the longshore, checkers,
warehousemen and foremen's locals.
"The plaque is beautiful," said
Mrs. June Smith, president of the
Seattle branch as she received the
presentation."But the action behind
it is even more beautiful."
The drive was headed by Andrew
"Andy" Jenkins, long time member
IF YOU HAVE NOT SIGNED UP,
of ILWU Local 19.
"I was amazed and proud of the
CHECK WITH YOUR
response," he said. "Kicking in $25
SECURITY OFFICE!
SOCIAL
apiece right around Christmas and
New Year's is mighty tough going.
But the guys came through with flySAN FRANCISCO—All coast longing colors."
shoremen and their wives who are
The presentation statement read: 65 and over who have not signed
"Coming from a union which has up with Social Security for Medicare,
consistently fought for the dignity must do so by March 31, 1966, or lose
and rights and economic welfare of their longshore health plan and life
all people regardless of race, creed, insurance coverage when Medicare
color, religion or political beliefs, it goes into effect on July 1, 1966.
is only natural we should have reThis deadline stems from a despect and admiration for an organ- cision made last October when the
ization which has carried on the ILWU-PMA Agreement was amended
same fight for our fellow workers to bring it into line with, and take
and fellow citizens in the Negro advantage of the new benefits ofcommunity."
fered by Medicare.
Editor Beaver of the Negro community newspaper The Facts stated
that on the basis of a survey his office had made, this was the first
time a life membership had ever
WILMINGT-ON — On Tuesday
been presented to any NAACP night, March 9, when ILWU presiBranch in the United States by a dent Harry Bridges arrived at Local
group of union members.
13 Longshoremen's Hall here he
found a picket line waiting for him
set up by a group calling itself the
L. A. Harbor CORE (Congress of Racial Equality).
The newly-formed L. A. Harbor
CORE had passed out leaflets the
day before announcing "it would
picket Harry Bridges, president of
the ILWU when he appears in Wilmington."
CORE spokesman Ira Henderson
stated, according to the leaflet, that
he had been trying for some 16
years to become a member of the
union, but that the men in the casual hall were discriminated against.
Most of the men in the casual hall
are minority workers, the leaflet
said, but race discrimination was
not charged.
Andy Jenkins of Local 19, the plaque,
An additional leaflet read as folNAACP President Mrs. June Smith.
lows:
—Photo by THE FACTS. Seattle.
"The following demands were
made by CORE to Local 13, ILWU,
on July 22, 1965. The Local has rePortland Clerks Boost
fused to respond.
Their Own Auxiliary
"1. Immediate abolition of the
PORTLAND — Auxiliary 5-A was sponsorship system.
featured in a front page story in
"2. Immediate issuance of Class
40-RECAP, with the editors noting "B" registration books to all casual
that the newly organized women's workers and establishment of a "C"
group marks another first for Local class for inexperienced and newly
40. Crowed the bulletin:
employed workers.
"We are the only Clerks' local on
"3. The inclusion retroactively of
the Coast to own its own building— all casuals within existing contract
and, as far as we know,the first and provisions granting health, welfare
only Clerks' local to have an auxil- and retirement benefits to registered
iary!"
workers, such benefits to be extendLois Stranahan was named strike
ed on the basis of seniority.
chairman of Auxiliary 5-A, at the
"4. A guarantee that any and all
group's last meeting.
workers seeking waterfront employThe action was taken to give the ment in the future be entitled to be
newly organized unit a "head start registered and to hold registration
on any help we might be asked to books for longshore work subject
give our parent local this summer,
only to physical qualifications.
and to coordinate efforts to aid other
"5. That all hiring in the future
labor groups struggling for a better be done through the State Departlife for their members," Mrs. Strana- ment of Employment to insure honhan said.
esty and fairness and equality of
hiring practices.
Local 4 Sets Oh:Rimers Dinner
"6. Preference in work opportuVANCOUVER, Wash.—ILWU Local nity and job category based solely
4 will hold its annual pensioners on seniority; and with the further
dinner April 16, 1966. The dinner will provision that longshore workers be
be served at 6:30 p.m. in the ILWU given preference over non longshore
Longshore Hall, 1205 Ingalls Street, workers, including members of sister
locals.
Vancouver, Washington.
Any longshoreman that has 25
"7. That Local 13 and Pacific Mariyears or more in the industry may time Association (PMA), furnish a
breakdown of union membership and
also attend with the pensioners.

MEDICARE

DEADLINE

MARCH 31

As a result, Medicare will pay the
cost of some benefits previously paid
for by the Welfare Plan and in addition, will furnish some services the
Welfare Plan has not provided in
the past.
It is necessary, however, for everyone over 65 personally to go to the
Social Security office and sign up,
not only in order to receive Medicare,
but to retain his longshore Welfare
Plan Benefits.
The Benefit Funds office has issued numerous memos, letters and
bulletins to locals, individuals and
groups in an effort to inform everyone concerned of the March 31 Medicare sign-up deadline.
As of now some 99 percent of the
pensioners and their wives have enrolled, and it is hoped that this urgent reminder will move every individual 65 or over, working as well
as retired, to take care of this important task.
The Social Security office is now
issuing "health insurance identification cards" to all Medicare enrollees
for use when the program goes into
effect July 1, and will soon follow up
with a detailed booklet telling all
about the new benefits.
The ILWU-PMA Benefit Funds office will also distribute printed information explaining the relationship of longshore benefits to those
provided by Medicare.

PORTLAND—The rush of Japanese log ships to the Columbia river,
following the settlement in late January of the Japanese seamen's strike,
has re-emphasized the overall value
of the log trade to the economy of
the entire area.
The Commission of Public Docks
reported that the entire Mitsui &
Co., Ltd. log carrier fleet was loading, or scheduled to load logs in
Portland harbor in March, and noted
that the 21 million board feet due
for export from Terminal IV alone
"represents a contribution to the
Northwest's economy of more than
$1,050,000."
International Representative
James S. Fantz cited the commission's figures in a letter to state
treasurer Robert W. Straub, a candidate for Governor in the May primary, who had issued a press release attacking the log trade.
Fantz expressed surprise that the
old bugaboo about job loss from the
log exports — thought to be a dead
duck issue following federal hearings and an independent survey of
the subject a year ago — "is again
being dragged across the stage for
apparent political purposes."
He pointed out that the log shipments from Oregon and Washington
ports "provide a direct payroll estimated at over $30 million . . ."

Why Did CORE Picket Bridges at Local 13?
job categories on the basis of race Corporation, strikers are given jobs.
Bridges explained there is a longand nationality, i. e., white, Negro,
standing tradition that members of
Mexican-American, and others.
"8. The establishment of a train- sister ILWU locals are given first
ing and apprenticeship program for consideration and also that strikers
inexperienced workers seeking or in other unions be given a hand by
desirous of waterfront employment. the ILWU.
At all points the CORE pickets
"9. Establishment of an educational and training program in high kept repeating that race is not the
main issue.
schools and colleges.
Bridges, however, added later,
"10. Progress reports with respect
"We can understand the struggles
to the foregoing."
Bridges stopped in the center of of Negro workers — mostly unemthe picket line and became involved ployed, and many of them unemployable through no fault of their
in a dialogue with Henderson.
own. But they should understand
NOT RACIAL BEEF
Henderson assured the ILWU's we need them to work with us inpresident that the primary beef had stead of against us."
He also stated that some of their
nothing to do with race, but rather
with the fact that they felt they demands mean, in effect, "We want
weren't getting sufficient jobs in, or we'll bust your union and hirthrough the hiring hall.
ing hall." Bridges noted that some
Bridges, speaking to the pickets, of the pickets wanted jobs already
told them they were directing their held by other men, many of whom
antagonism at the wrong people, be- are Negroes, Mexican-Americans, or
cause the ILWU has a top record in members of other minority groups.
"I told them that if this union
civil rights. The man from CORE
said their complaint concerns dis- could put every worker who needed
crimination against non-registered a job to work, we'd sure do it. But
we can't, and they must realize that.
men.
One of the main beefs is that un- They just can't walk in and
employed members of sister ILWU ask to take jobs from other people
locals are given job preference. Also who already have them, and are
that when other unions are on long-standing members of the unstrike, such as the long steel union ion, and fought long and hard to
strike against Harvey Aluminum win the conditions we have here."

LA Harbor CORE pickets seen prior to discussion with President Bridges.
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Hilo's 'Fly' Namahoe Dies; He
Was a Scrapper All the Way

Benjamin 'Fly' Namahoe in photo taken
last December on the Hilo waterfront.
(From the VOICE, of the ILIVU, Hawaii)

HILO—Benjamin K. "Fly" Namahoe, 44, vice-president of the Hilo
Longshore unit was found dead, apparently of natural causes, on
March 6.
Top union officials from Honolulu
attended his funeral in Hilo March
8, as did fellow Big Island unionists,
workers and community figures.
"Fly" had been a union militant
from earliest days in Hilo, active as
a teen-age sympathizer even before
he went to work. As a kid of 14 he
was one of a group which swam
through shark infested waters off
the port of Honuapo in Kau in 1935
to tell crewmen of ships lying off-

USA Slips on
World Wheat
Market
PENDLETON — The world commercial wheat market pie is getting
bigger and bigger, but the United
States is getting a smaller slice of it,
the Oregon Wheat Growers League
charged in the latest issue of Wheat
Field.
The reason for the downtrend is
that other non-communist nations
have been stepping up their trade
with the communist bloc lands, while
the United States has been kept out
of these expanding markets.
A few years back we were the
world's second largest exporter of
wheat and flour; now we have slipped to a tie with France for fourth
place.

shore that the Hilo longshoremen
were on strike and hot cargo was being diverted to Kau.
Known for work throughout the
state on union assignments as an
organizer, strike leader and negotiator, Namahoe was especially respected as a fearless and outspoken
on-the-job scrapper for workers'
rights at Hilo Transportation and
Terminals Co., where he worked as
a machine operator.
"Fly" wasn't the sort of union official who talks tough to management at another company but
knuckles under to his own boss when
back on his old job.
He was disciplined with long suspensions and threatened with discharge many times, but he never
backed away from a fight when he
thought the boss was wrong. His
union zeal established and defended
many of the good working conditions
in the port of Hilo.
Born in Hilo, Namahoe was a Matson stevedore before being employed
at HT&T in 1938. He entered the
army in July 1944, with the 25th Division Ordnance and came out in
1946 as a staff sergeant.
He was a secretary of the Hilo
Longshore Strike Strategy committee in 1949, a unit officer 1950-58,
Local Board member 1953-55, Business Agent 1959-62, and delegate to
numerous Local and International
conventions and caucuses. In 1964
he visited trade unions in France as
an ILWU Overseas Delegate.
The nickname "Fly" comes from
his amateur boxing as a flyweight in
the early '40's. In later years he was
active in youth work, trained biddy
boxers and coached Little League,
Pony League and Keaukaha Home
League teams.
He is survived by his wife Edna,
two sons, Mason and Benjamin, Jr.
and a daughter Lovelle.

Anti-Strikebreaker
Law in Richmond
RICHMOND, Calif. — The Richmond City Council has adopted an
anti-strikebreaker ordinance. Provisions of the ordinance make it illegal to employ professional strikebreakers.
The ordinance was supported by
the Contra Costa County Central Labor Council and Teamsters Local 315.
A Central Labor Council campaign
for the ordinance was led by Typographical Union 597.
Richmond is the 87th city in the
nation to enact an anti-strikebreaker law.
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BIG SHUTS AND LITTLE FISHES
HE FOLLOWING letter and eyeopening photo from Don Hibbard
of Local 13, Wilmington, California:
"Dear Fred:
"The warm, clear ocean waters off
southern California has prompted a

T

"Enclosed is a picture of two of my
boys, holding a 16-pound lobster I
captured just before Christmas of
'65. Both of my lads are excellent
swimmers and Billy the oldest, age
nine, has his own gear and over a
year's experience in diving.
"We are currently trying to organize a diving club. As near as I can
determine, there are around 125-150
of us diving nuts in Local 13. If you
can use this pie and story, perhaps it
will help us in organizing a group."
"P.S. If interested, I'll send more
pics and collect a few tall tales from
the guys (some of whom will make
the anglers hide their heads in
shame) about their experiences in
hobnobbin' with the fishes—flipper
to flipper."
By all means, Don, keep in touch.
*

great many Local 13 members and
their families to take up the sport of
skin and scuba diving.
"Since the advent of the SCUBA
technique (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) some 20
odd years ago, it's possible for us to
temporarily escape the frantic hustle and bustle of the city and its
ever-increasing congestion by donning our underwater gear and slipping beneath the surface of the sea
into that silent, peaceful, liquid
world, often referred to as 'inner
space.'
"Cheating the laws of gravity by
achieving neutral buoyancy, we can
'fly' over the mountains of the sea,
through unexplored valley and
view, close up, strange and beautiful
marine life in its natural habitat.
"In addition to providing occasional table fare—fish,lobsters, abalone, scallops, clams, etc. — divers
view scenic beauty than can be compared with the most famous of dryland wonder s. Photography and
specimen-collecting are f avorite
hobbies of mine, so-called 'fringe
benefits' of this challenging and
highly-rewarding sport.

*

that dressed out at 78 pounds. To
make the feat more noteworthy, he
brought it down with bow and arrow
—on his first archery hunt!
Except for the slight brown shading around the antlers, it was, as the
photo demonstrates, pure white. The
kill took place last hunting season,
October, 1965.
Top that one!
*

*

*

Talk about the good old days. In
1905 British Columbia had no game
bag limit for residents. Non-residents were restricted to: 10 deer, 5
mountain goats, 3 mountain sheep,
2 bull moose and 2 bull elk.
* * *
Deer are, by nature, curious animals. Many hunters have had the
experience of jumping an old buck
and having him circle back to see
what the disturbance was. Hunters
on stand have also observed deer
coming onto the trail, sniffing the
man scent, then, apparently, trailing
the hunter.
* * *
Members of the ILWU—in good
standing—and any member of the
family can earn a pair of the illustrated KROCODILE fishing lures. All

Dockers Widows
On Pension List
SAN FRANCISCO — Following
is the March, 1966 list of dockworkers retired under various
ILWU-PMA plans;
Local 8: Roily C. Freeman; Local 10: John A. Adams, Joe Caramagno, Luther Everhart, Jerry.
Gibson, Ilanible Johnson, Canice
L.Lalor,David Rivera,Willie Steward, One L. Williams, Bennie
White, Dewey White; Local 12:
Rudolph C. Van Bann; Local 13:
Manual Contreras, Chris Fitzpatrick.
Local 19: Frank Conner, John
Maletta, John P. Shannon; Local
23: Louis H. Dupuis; Local 40:
Roscoe A. Campbell, Carl A. Eckstrorn, Howard T.'Werschkul; Local 46: Arthur L. Rogers; Local
50: Max L. Engle; Local 63: John
M.McNevin.
Retired under ILWU-Alaska
Benefit Funds; Local 60: James T.
Forth.
The widows are: Therese F.
Eckel, Myra A. Grey, Margaret A.
Heath, Evelyn L. Hyman, Doris
Kelly, Billie K. Murtagh, Irene
Roylance, Lenette G. Scofield.

*

I N CONNECTION WITH another
outdoor column penned by this
writer,I received the following photo
from Bill Murray of Elk Mills, Maryland. On rare occasions I have received reports from hunters who
have sighted albino deer but none,
up until receipt of Bill's letter ever
reported downing one.
Most of the albino deer sighted
were does but Bill sighted—and sank
same—an albino buck, a four pointer

of the newest devices seen recently on the
Two ai. a Time One
Oakland waterfront was this self-contained platform
enabling 2 lift jitneys to set down unitized loads at the same time, which eliminates frontmen and some holdmen. The device is supposed to be stable and
remain at a 90 degree angle from the tip of the 2 booms. In theory it is expected
to be worked with only lift drivers on the dock and in the ship. The manning of
this device is being contested by some locals.

that's necessary is a clear snapshot
of a fishing or hunting, skin-diving,
shooting, etc. scene — and a few
words as to what the photo is about.
Send it to:
Fred Goetz, Dept. TDKR,0216 S.W.
Iowa, Portland, Oregon 97201.
Please mention your local number.
Of course, retired members eligible.
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ILflf Strike Vote of 985 Backed Up Sugar Pact
Continued from Page 1—
"This is a sweet settlement for
sugar workers," ILWU Regional Director Jack Hall told the press when
negotiations were completed, "the
best settlement sugar workers have.
ever been able to achieve."
FAR ABOVE 'GUIDELINES'
The settlement is far above what
it would have been had the union
followed federal administration
"Economic Guidelines," as originally
proposed by industry spokesmen.
The guidelines-3.2 percent a year
would produce 26 to 27 cents over
the three-year contract.
Union negotiating spokesman Jack
Hall points out that the increase is
not inflationary, however, because
sugar prices depend on the mainland market and are not affected
by Hawaii wage rates.
Hall brushed off dire employer
predictions that some plantations
would be bankrupted. "We've heard
them predict poverty so many times
over the years, but they just get
more prosperous in the end," he
said.
BIG CASH GAINS
By February 1, 1967—less than one
year from now—cash wages will be
increased by 22 cents an hour in labor grade 1.
In addition to over-the-board increases, the settlement makes big
classification adjustments which increase from grade 2 upward. Grade
9, for example, will get 50c an hour.
A major gain is agreement that as
of February 1, 1968, employees' pension contribution will be eliminated.
Employers will pay the full cost of
the pension plan to which employees
now contribute 3 percent of their
wages.
This change is worth over 10 cents
an hour to the average employee.
Even at labor grade 1 it will mean
that the union gained more than its
record wage demand of 25 cents an
hour.
The union also exceeded its objective of a- $2.00 minimum wage. The
new base will be $2.02.
THE WAGE SETTLEMENT
Effec- Effective
tive
Total
Labor/Grade 2/1/66 2/1/67 Increase
1
$1.89 $2.02
22c
2
1.94
2.061/2 23c
3
2.00
2.131/2 25c
4
2.081/2 2.23
27c
5
2.17
2.33
30c
6
2.281/2 2.47
35c
7
2.46
2.67
40c
8
2.59
2.821/2 45c
9
2.791/2 3.051/2 50c
10
1 2 55c
3.03
3.31 /
11
3.24
3.55
60c
The basic wage increase is 9c effective February 1, 1966, and 11c on
February 1, 1967, Additional money
is added to labor grades 2 and above
to increase the tilt of the classification wage line, half of it effective
February 2, 1966, and half on February 1, 1967. A new labor grade 11 is
added.
Sugar's base rate on February 1,
1967 will exceed pineapple by 9 cents
an hour. Rates in the top labor
grades will be slightly lower than in
pineapple.
Other major cost items gained include:
•Effective November 1, 1966, an
estimated 90 percent of the workforce will be entitled to an extra
week of vacation when qualifications
for 3 weeks are dropped from 15 to
10 years and those with 18 years of
service will be entitled to an additional week for which they may take
pay in lieu of vacation.
• A new paid holiday will be effective on February 1 next year,
making a total of 9. It will be a
"floating" holiday to be selected by
mutual agreement between the
company and the union at the
plantation level.
•The night shift premium will be
increased to 10 cents and 15 cents
on the same date.
Other gains include:
•Three working days funeral

leave with pay, for death in the
immediate family.
•Pay for wages lost when serving
on juries and government boards or
commissions.
•Sick leave pay from the first
day of illness if an employee notifies the company physician or nurse
that he is ill on such day and the
illness is confirmed and the employee ordered to remain at home.
(The old agreement provided for pay
from the first day in event of hospitalization.)
•Supervisors doing bargaining
unit work are now limited to not
more than 20 percent on a monthly
basis.
•Rate protection applies where
downgraded for physical disability
(not due to industrial accidents).
•Days when no work is offered
(such as rain-outs) to count as 8
hours time worked for weekly overtime purposes.
• An employee terminated for physical or mental incapacity will retain seniority for a two-year period
unless he accepts severance pay.
•Off-island medical benefits will
be increased from a $250 maximum
to $500.
•If pensioners' medical care is integrated with the voluntary provisions of federal medi-care, the company will pay the cost ($3.00). Each

Above, union spokesman Jack Hall, Hawaii regional director, answers questions
on new agreement before full sugar negotiating committee. Below, sugar workers
on Big Island of Hawaii cast ballots in secret strike vote.
company will make a determination
Hawaii Employers' Council presias to whether integration with medi- dent Phillip Maxwell was spokesman
care is advantageous to them.
for an industry committee of Don
Union men believe the mediators Nicholson, chairman; John Murphy,
may have been influenced by the Bill Baldwin, Francis Morgan, Allen
fact that ILWU sugar workers al- Wilcox.
ready have the best medical plan in
Jack Hall was spokesman for the
the nation.
union negotiating sub-committee of
Mediation, which began before the John Ah Ho Lee, Chairman (Haagreements expired on January 31, waii), Tadayuki Okino, Secretary
involved Federal mediators Gilbert (Kauai), Leon Saldua (Hawaii), TaSeldin and Wayne Kenaston, and dayoshi "Skippy" Yasutake (Hawaii),
State Attorney General Bert Koba- Teruo Mukaisu (Maui), John Priyashi, representing Governor John macio (Oahu), Kenneth Okita
Burns.
(HSPA).
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Organizing Depends on Unity at the Local Operating Level
S REPORTED IN the last issue of
The Dispatcher, a milestone in
West Coast unionism was reached at
a conference in Portland, involving
six unions in the forest products and
transportation industries.
This conference saw these six unions pledge mutual support and coordination in 1966 contract negotiations. This was the high point of the
progress we can report, but there is
much more than can be detailed
here concerning the manner in
which we have agreed to pull our
several unions closer together, leading toward the common objective of
using our united strength to preserve
and strengthen all our memberships.
We can, of course, report magnificent unity agreements between the
officers involved. Of course, unity at
the top is only a first step. Unity to
have meaning must spread over every organization and through the
rank and file. However, the agreements reached by the officials of the
unions do establish a basis to set up
lines of communication to deal with
the root problems that exist at the
operating levels of our unions—
which means the local levels.
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NE OF THE greatest dangers to
the labor movement today, as it
has been for some time, is interunion rivalry between organizations
competing with each other for already-organized workers.
At the local, operating level, it's
often understandable, and justification can be found when one union
moves against another. This is something that needs further analysis
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and understanding. Such moves take
a variety of forms. Here are a couple
of examples of the most obvious situations.
There is for example a local from
international "A" that has a shop
organized in an industry, while international "B" has the same kind of
shop organized in another plant. In
some cases the contracts in "A" for
example, is superior to "B's" contract. Obviously the local holding the
better contract can justify itself in
moving to bring workers in the other
plant up to the better contract levels.
Or, there is this example. Using
the same formula as above, a group
of workers from union "A" may contact another local, expressing discontent over the manner in which
their contract is being serviced, or
how they're being pushed around by
the employers. These workers will
ask another union to do something
about it, if they can.
These two general outlines are just
examples,. of course, and have many
variations and combinations,and are
to be found throughout the entire
labor movement.
At the Portland conference it was
recognized that these basic problems
exist, even between some of the unions that set up this very successful
unity meeting, and suggestions were
made to explore the situation and
find some remedies applicable and
satisfactory to all.
HEN YOU CUT through the
fancy talk and the frills and
get to where the mud hits the fan,
the answers must finally be found at
the local level.
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Therefore, it was agreed by all in
Portland that when local problems
arise — and hopefully even before
they arise—it would be very healthy
for all the unions involved in a given
local area to call a conference, bring
together the people from both sides
and frankly lay the situation on the
table.
This means not beating around the
bush, or trying to be arrogant and
competitive, but honestly looking at
what is wrong, studying the differences in contracts, the dissatisfaction with service on the job, or whatever else may be involved, and finally
coming up with some answers.
This means that the unions on the
local level must agree, at the outset,
to work jointly, with full support of
the internationals involved and, if
necessary, to call in representatives
of all six unions, to try to correct the
situation working hand in hand.
Those of us who were instrumental
in bringing this agreement of mutual
support and coordination into being
are very much aware of this.
There's no need to spell all this out
here in a single column. There is a
great deal more that could be said
about it, but most union members
understand these things because
they feel them in their guts.
The next step that must be made,
wherever these conditions exist, and
they do in many places, is to get
the parties involved to sit down together, to be perfectly frank and
honest with each other, and to work
out constructive approaches that will
bring answers to benefit the rank
and file involved. The sooner such
coordinated action begins, the better.

